
Sanctuary Point, 27 Vost Drive
PREPARE TO BE SURPRISED

From the moment you walk through the door this house will surprise and impress
even the most particular buyer.
Featuring newly refurbished kitchen with ample storage space plus fresh main
bathroom, open plan lounge and dining area with floating floor boards
underfoot, bonus sunroom off the rear opening to the covered entertaining area
for the whole family to enjoy plus studio/retreat with ensuite and garage.
Situated on approx. 700m2 corner block allowing side access for you to store
caravans and or boats. Also includes a large rain water tank and solar hot water
system for energy efficiency, 27 solar panels, newly restored roof, neat and tidy
garage. This home is extremely well presented inside and out, with nothing to do
except move in and enjoy.
Call Mitchell Klein on 0413 915 808 to arrange your private inspection.

For Sale
$700,000 - $730,000
_________________________________________________________________________

View
ljhooker.com.au/NVSFAT
_________________________________________________________________________

Contact
Mitchell Klein
0413915808
mitchell.klein@ljhooker.com.au

Peter Rapley
0402 267 411
peter.rapley@ljhooker.com.au
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SOLD

Disclaimer: All information contained therein is gathered from relevant third parties sources.
We cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must rely solely on their own enquiries.
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(02) 4443 9666



More About this Property

Property ID NVSFAT
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 701 m²
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Including Air Conditioning
Outdoor Entertaining
Fully Fenced
Built-In-Robes
Toilets (1)
Dishwasher
Solar Panels
Solar Hot Water
Water Tank
Secure Parking
Ceiling Fans

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mitchell Klein 0413915808
Licensed Sales Agent | mitchell.klein@ljhooker.com.au
Peter Rapley 0402 267 411
Licensed Sales Agent | Auctioneer | peter.rapley@ljhooker.com.au

LJ Hooker Sanctuary Point | Vincentia (02) 4443 9666
1/10 Paradise Beach, Rd, Sanctuary Point NSW 2540
sanctuarypoint.ljhooker.com.au | sales.spv@ljhooker.com.au
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